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Next meeting
Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers College
(CBC), Mount Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria.
Date and time: Wednesday 27 September at 19h15.
Programme:
Beginner’s Corner: TBA to members by e-mail.
What’s Up? by Johan Smit.
10-minute break — library will be open.
Main talk: “Secrets of the Foucault test” by Johan Smit.
Socializing over tea/coffee and biscuits.
The chairperson at the meeting will be Michelle Ferreira.

Next observing evening
Friday 22 September from sunset onwards at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is
also situated at CBC. Turn left immediately after entering the main gate and follow the
road.
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Chairman’s report for the meeting on 23 August 2017
– by Fred Oosthuizen
The August meeting was well attended. After a well presented “What’s Up” by Danie
Barnardo. Nigel Rotherham captivated our interest with a most interesting and well-presented
talk on how plate solving of astronomy negative images was first performed in 1948. To take the
process further, Nigel’s interest in spectroscopy took him on a journey via astrometry to make
the sky searchable by visualizing digitized negative astronomical images with the use of the
program uniMap, a new plate solver application. mtoastro.blogspot.com and
larryo.org/astronomy|software/unimap.
This was followed by a very informative talk given by Percy Jacobs on spectroscopy and
the properties of matter through its interaction with different frequencies of the electromagnetic
spectrum. The spectrum provides precise structural information in the study of the interaction
between matter and radiation on “local” conditions in the plasma. These techniques are possible
since molecules have different kinds of energy levels, and therefore absorb radiation in several
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. When a molecule absorbs light of a given frequency,
specific molecular effects occur, depending on the wavelength absorbed. Low frequency radio
waves cause spin flip transitions of electrons, whereas higher frequency UV radiation results in
electrons being promoted to higher energy levels. Ω

M45 aka the Pleiades. Photograph by Doug Sharpe.
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Observing: NGC 2808, a lone globular - by Magda Streicher
The constellation Carina is by far one of the most outstanding star regions in the southern
hemisphere. We are so blessed to be right in the front row for this wonderful starry show presented to
us with the most wonderful objects. Carina has the best to offer in nebulosity, clusters and starlight,
although only one globular – which, however, it shows off with equal pride.
NGC 2808, also known as Bennett 41, around 30 000 light years from us, is normally said to be
visible to the naked eye in dark skies. However, a telescope is required for stellar resolution to bring this
cluster to the fore and do justice to its magnificent beauty.
My impression of this globular cluster is that it is remarkably large and round with a steady
brightening towards a dense pinpoint core. This uniformly mottled snowball reveals bright individual stars
radiating slightly away to its outskirts. Higher power reveals the nucleus submerged in a bath of faint
stars, with an outer ring that appears misty and rough, with stars mingling into the busy surrounding
starfield. In the outer region, prominent chains of stars are noticeable with empty gaps of starless
patches. A few brighter stragglers populate the southern side of the star field, while to the east, about 8’
away, lies a beautiful double star, named h4195 (components 10.0 and 10.6 magnitude, PA 104 o).
Jenni Kay’s impression of this globular is as follows: Very impressive bright, large glow, with a
suddenly intensive core. Averted vision catches the flicker from numerous resolving stars, while with
direct vision the glow displays a peppery effect from stars near resolving. The core region is estimate to
be about 35” in diameter.
James Dunlop discovered the globular while observing from Paramatta, Wales, and saw it as a very
bright, round nebula very gradually brightening towards the centre. John Herschel recorded it as
extremely compressed, pretty, gradually very much brighter towards the middle, up to a perfect blaze. Ω

NAME
NGC 2808
Bennett 41

OBJECT
Globular
cluster

RA
09h12.02

DEC
-64o51.8

MAG
6.3

SIZE
13.8’
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NOTICE BOARD
Sad news
Eugene Geldenhuys, a long-standing member of the Pretoria Centre, died on Sunday
3 September because of prolapsing of his kidneys. Our condolence to his family and
friends.

September equinox
The September equinox is on Friday, 22 September 2017, 22:02 SAST.
All you need to know about the September equinox:
https://www.timeanddate.com/calendar/september-equinox.html
Year’s fastest sunsets around equinoxes: http://earthsky.org/tonight/fastest-sunsetsaround-equinox-time

Feature of the month: How Earth looks from outer space
As you zoom out from Earth, it will progressively look smaller and less important. Little
you and I and our little earthly affairs will also progressively look smaller and less
important.
http://earthsky.org/astronomy-essentials/in-space-how-far-away-can-you-seeearth?mc_cid=dbd4c6c78e&mc_eid=febfe10e42

Astronomy basics: The Astronomy Café
http://sten.astronomycafe.net/the-astronomy-cafe/
Astronomy- related articles on the Internet
How close will asteroid 2012 TC4 come? It is between 10 and 30 meters in size and
will pass close to Earth on October 12, 2017. http://earthsky.org/space/near-earthasteroid-2012-tc4-close-pass-october2017?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=1fa0f77fbcEarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-1fa0f77fbc394671529&mc_cid=1fa0f77fbc&mc_eid=febfe10e42
Close shave from an undetected asteroid. Astronomers discovered asteroid 2017
OO1 on July 23. That was 3 days after it had passed 1/3 the moon’s distance from
Earth. It is about three times as big as the house-sized asteroid that penetrated the
skies over Chelyabinsk, Russia in February 2013.
http://earthsky.org/space/asteroid-2017-oo1-close-passundetected?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=928dcb3aa0EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-928dcb3aa0394671529&mc_cid=928dcb3aa0&mc_eid=febfe10e42
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Big, dangerous comets are more common than previously thought.
https://www.space.com/37626-big-dangerous-comets-abundance-wisedata.html?utm_source=sdcnewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20170726-sdc
Not aliens: weird radio signal from star likely has duller explanation.
https://www.livescience.com/59938-weird-radio-signal-ross-128-starsatellite.html?utm_source=lsnewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20170726-ls
Epsilon Lyrae - a double double star. http://earthsky.org/brightest-stars/epsilon-lyraethe-famous-double-double-star
More life keys in Titan’s atmosphere. Scientists expand their knowledge of the stew
of ingredients in the atmosphere of Saturn’s large moon Titan, and contemplate
whether Titan has cooked up life. http://earthsky.org/space/saturn-moon-titanatmosphere-organic-moleculesdiscovery?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=fb97f21ad1EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-fb97f21ad1394671529&mc_cid=fb97f21ad1&mc_eid=febfe10e42
Sun’s core rotates 4x faster than surface. Astronomers discovered this using
helioseismology data from SoHO. http://earthsky.org/space/suns-core-rotates-4xfaster-than-surface?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=f8ec1e2504EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-f8ec1e2504394671529&mc_cid=f8ec1e2504&mc_eid=febfe10e42
No Earth-like atmosphere for Proxima b. A new study suggests radiation from its star
would drain an Earth-like atmosphere from it 10 000 times faster than on Earth.
http://earthsky.org/space/proxima-b-earth-like-atmosphere-study2017?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=f8ec1e2504EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-f8ec1e2504394671529&mc_cid=f8ec1e2504&mc_eid=febfe10e42
Life in the Saturn system? Cassini has shown it's possible. Oceans of liquid water,
deep beneath the icy crusts of three of Saturn's moons, may satisfy the conditions
needed for life as we know it.
https://www.space.com/37721-saturn-moons-alien-life-nasacassini.html?utm_source=sdcnewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20170807-sdc
12 possible reasons we haven't found aliens. https://www.space.com/37157possible-reasons-we-havent-found-aliens.html?utm_source=notification

Astronomy-related images and video clips on the Internet
Southern lights dazzle in spectacular time-lapse video from space.
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https://www.space.com/37397-aurora-satellite-space-stationview.html?utm_source=sdcnewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20170724-sdc
How do you clean a very large telescope mirror? Very carefully (video). Also watch
the other video clip about images made by ESO’s telescopes.
https://www.space.com/37730-how-to-clean-very-large-telescope-mirrorvideo.html?utm_source=sdcnewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20170809-sdc
New China telescope to search for aliens. A non-steerable 500-meter dish called
Five Hundred Meter Aperture Spherical Telescope (FAST) – in southwestern
China – is now the world’s largest radio telescope.
http://edition.cnn.com/2016/09/21/health/china-fast-telescope-search-foraliens/index.html
The hunt for asteroids. About the hunt for potentially hazardous asteroids and
comets, and ways to defend Earth against them. http://earthsky.org/space/huntfor-asteroids-video?mc_cid=b4452618ae&mc_eid=febfe10e42
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Old newsletters: All old newsletters from January 2004 onward are on our
website. They contain a record of our Centre’s activities as well as astronomical
information.

Database: Members are reminded that a database of the books in our library
is to be found on our website. The database was created by Danie Barnardo,
one of our committee members.

